
Are you hungry to start owning the phone? CRISP Certification is a virtual phone 
skills training program that ensures salespeople (like Billy!) are trained and 
certified to effectively handle customer inquiries. For a limited time, when 
you sign up for a demo for CRISP Certification, you'll have the 
opportunity to win CRISP cash ($100 Amazon.com gift card)! Everyone's a 
winner, so even if you don't win CRISP cash, you'll be mailed your very own 
bag of Car Wars CRISPS and our special edition CRISPS socks!

[INTRODUCING CRISP CERTIFICATION] Discover How 
Billy Became CRISP on the Phone

Join Car Wars' Ryan Pitz on January 19th 
at 12pm CST to learn how to get your 
agents efficiently up to speed to handle 
phone ups like a pro. You'll walk away 
from this webinar knowing how you can 
make clear enhancements to phone 
handling skills and call performance.

SAVE YOUR SPOT

[WEBINAR] How to Create 
Directors of First Impressions 
Among Your Staff in 2022 

LEARN MORE

Check out Car Wars' cover story in the 
latest issue of the Dealer Service 
magazine! You'll discover the top five 
phone trends in Service and why the 
phones need to be at the center of 
your dealership's 2022 plans. 

READ NOW

[DEALER SERVICE] The Top 
5 Disruptive Inbound & 
Outbound Phone Trends in 
Service

Want to learn more about Car Wars?
Click below to schedule a conversation 

with a Car Wars expert.

Do you follow Car Wars on social media?
Give us a like on LinkedIn, Facebook, or 

Instagram to stay up to date.

SCHEDULE A CALL

FIND MORE IN THE CAR WARS RESOURCE HUB
CRISP QUARTERLY MAGAZINE | WEBINARS | FEATURE UPDATES | TIPS

VISIT THE RESOURCE HUB

Major phone carriers are throttling or 
blocking text messages from 
unregistered text traffic. This initiative 
by carriers is known as 10DLC. 
Legitimate businesses must register 
with The Campaign Registry (TCR) to 
avoid messages to customers being 
throttled or blocked. Car Wars Clients 
- Go to the “Account Information” 
pod in Car Wars and fill out your 
information. We'll handle the rest!

ENTER YOUR INFO

[PRODUCT UPDATE] How 
The Industry's 10DLC 
Initiative Impacts Texting 
Your Customers 

One of the most effective ways to 
boost customer experience in your 
Service Department is by providing 
regular vehicle status updates.
Get the guide to improving your CSI 
and bottom line by developing 
proven processes for delivering status 
updates with your team. 

DOWNLOAD

[E-BOOK] The 5 Best 
Practices for Delivering 
Status Updates in Service
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